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Fabric:
All fabric is 100% Cotton unless stated other wise. The fabric is measured for a 1/4 inch seam allowance
for all pieces. The fabric is measured for 42 inches (112cm) across. The fabric has been measured in yards,
we have inserted a conversion table to help you.
130 x 150cm Backing
130 x 150cm Wadding
Black embroidery thread, matching & clear cotton
Conversion Table
1 Yard = 91cm, 1/4 Yard = 23cm, 1/2 Yard = 46cm, 3/4 Yard = 69cm,
1/8 Yard = 12cm, 3/8 Yard = 35cm5/8 Yard = 58cm7/8 Yard = 80cm

Preparation:
This quilt is for machine sewn
Count all square and triangles pieces for each colour before you start.
Cut all squares in 2 1/2” (inch) rows. Cut binding 2 1/2” along the grain.
Cut out triangles 3” & place triangles right-angled along the grain of fabric.
For the eyes complete a running stitch around the circle and gather until tight around cardboard and tie off.
For appliqué pieces cut out fabric as needed along with fusing if needed.
Construction:
Starting with row 1 no 1 and 2 place right sides together and sew a 1/4” seam. Continue this until row is
finished. If sewing triangles sew together before sewing to other squares. If sewing ¼ and ¾ for ears or any
other part sew them first before attaching to other squares.
Now starts on 2nd row, when finished pin to 1st row then sew to 2nd row always using a 1/4” seam.
Continue this sequence till complete.
Sewing the eyes, place the 2 triangles facing right side together and sew in about 12mm from each end.
Open triangles up, place the eye in about ¼ to 1/3 way in then blind or blanket stitch into place and sew
any open parts closed.
Once quilt is completed, if there is any appliqué to be done, cut out fabric then pin the fusing onto the
back. Iron appliqué pieces into place then blanket or blind stitch around them. Sew mouth with embroidery
thread with either whipstitch or running stitch. Complete any other embroidery that is needed to be applied.
Assembly:
Now that the quilt is completed, place a warm iron all over and allow to cool. Don’t remove the cardboard out of the eyes. When cutting binding always cut along the grain. Lay bottom of fabric face down on
a bench/table. Start from the top centre clamp down with large paper clips, and then firmly clip bottom centre making sure there is 5-10cm overlay at each end. Then working from the other sides clip and do the
same making sure you run your hand over it to smooth it out as you go along. Lay out wadding over the
bottom of the quilt, and then place the top part of the quilt on top of the binding. Clip down tightly starting
from the top to the bottom the sides smoothing out any odd pieces as you go. Once clipped down start
safety pinning it from the middle outwards. Once finished unclip.
Measure around the diameter of the quilt to see how much binding you need. Cut all binding 2 ½ in
along the grain. Joining the binding always set the biding edges at a 90 deg angle the same ways also to get
continuous binding. Sew at a 45deg angle from left top to right bottom. Cutting off back edging and iron
straight. Iron binding in half seam facing inwards.
Leave a 20cm tag, pin from the centre bottom to the end of the quilt leaving ¼ inch to turn the fabric
around the corner. Turning the corner, fold the binding on itself perpendicular to the seam you just stitched
and pin.
Fold the binding again, now align the fold with the raw edges of the seam you have just pinned and
align the raw edges of the unstitched binding with the next edge of the quilt. Starting at the edge of the
quilt, pin the binding to the next side of the quilt.
Once you have reached the bottom of your quilt, leave an extra 20cm binding so it overlaps the other
one by 15 cm. There should be a 20cm gap between the 2 ends where it is pinned so you can finish of
neatly. Once all pinned now with a walking foot with a ¼ inch foot sew around the quilts binding with a ¼
inch seam allowance removing pins as you go
Unfold the ends of both binding pieces and smooth along the edge of the quilt. With right sides together, trace a 45 deg angle so it is running in the same direction as your other continuous binding. Refold
the remaining binding and sew into place. Trim the excess of the bottom layers back to the edge of the
binding. Enclosing the raw edges: fold the binding over the raw edges of the quilt. Hand stitch using a
blind hemming stitch or a whipstitch just beyond the stitch line. Tuck each corner into a mitre as you go
along. With clear thread sew around bear and other parts such as inside the bear, ears, inside and outside
nose, legs, arms, around any objects and appliqué.
Name and date your bear on the back and enjoy.
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Thank you for choosing a Hip 2 Bear Square product. Please note that the colour is
only a suggestion, please feel free to choose your own materials and colours. The black outline is the stitching line around the bear and to show you what it looks like.
Some of these bears do come in 1/2 size bears we will say on the pattern otherwise.
We have over 200 patterns and growing. For more of our exciting bears you can get a catalogue from us by sending a self addressed envelope to, or go online by reaching us from the
following:
Email: mail@hip2bearsquare.com
Website: www.hip2bearsquare.com
Mail: 33 Andrews Ave, Toongabbie, NSW, 2146.
02 96366017
0404722806
Our Office hours are
Monday-Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-12
Some of these quilts are designed for lap quilts or wall hangings if using for infants
please use own discretion.
If you would like us to design a mascot for your team or club, we are more than
happy too. We hope you enjoyed this product.
Thank you
Cheri & Garry Womsley

